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Germany economy

Germany’s Mittelstand
groups shrug off China woes
Bundesbank thinks effects of hard landing
will only bite if family-run companies
shelve investment

Chancellor Angela Merkel and Premier Li Keqiang in China in 2015 © EPA

MARCH 29, 2016 by: Claire Jones in Eislingen

From the pretty Baden-Württemberg town of
Eislingen, Alexander Hinterkopf, a manufacturer of
digital printers, has followed China’s economic
downturn with great attention.

Beijing’s slowing growth rate has sparked concern
across the world, particularly in Germany (http://w
ww.ft.com/topics/places/Germany), which has
relied on Chinese demand to compensate for often
weak domestic growth.

For companies like Mr Hinterkopf’s, which takes his
family name, the China connection is particularly
important. Family-owned small German
manufacturers, known as Mittelstands, are the
bedrock of Germany’s export success and are
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exposed to the slowdown in China, where growth in
2015 was the slowest for 25 years, at 6.9 per cent.

But Mr Hinterkopf is optimistic his group can deal
with China’s shift from an investment driven
economy to one that is more focused on consumers.

“People in China increasingly want the same thing as
anywhere else,” he said. “They want … beautiful
products that are not too expensive.”

“We can cope with the slowdown in China, even
though the boom is over for the time being,” he said.
“China felt worse in the summer of 2015. In the past
few months it hasn’t seemed so bad.”

His confidence is not just important for Mittelstands
but also has broader implications for the German
economy and the eurozone. Overall, Mittelstands
account for almost 55 per cent of the country’s
economic output.

Businesses in Eislingen and other industrial estates
dotted across Germany send products throughout
the world, notably to China, which last year bought
€71bn of German goods, making it Germany’s
fourth-largest export destination.

The Bundesbank, Germany’s central bank, thinks the
effects of a hard landing in China will only really
begin to bite if companies like Hinterkopf and other
Mittelstands shelve their investment plans.

“A marked economic slump in China could possibly
be accompanied by a loss of confidence and
heightened uncertainty,” it said, adding that the
impact of a slowdown on Germany would be
“disproportionately amplified” if it triggered political
and social tensions.
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Exports account for just under half of the German
economy and contracted in the final quarter of 2015
for the first time in three years, amid concerns about
China.

But in Eislingen and beyond, small manufacturers
insist that their technical expertise, specialisation
and reputation leave them well positioned to take
advantage of the changes in the Chinese economy.

Hinterkopf, a family-owned group with 180 mainly
local employees in rural Baden-Württemberg, boasts
it has cornered the international market in digital
printing for cylindrical products such as drinks cans
and hairsprays.

“Mittelstands know Chinese growth will be slower,
but demand for German exporters is, and will
remain, very strong,” said Dirk Notheis, managing
director of Rantum Capital, a fund set up to provide
capital for Mittelstands.

“We have a very good reputation in China. The
‘Made in Germany’ tag, the complexity of the
machines we make, and the strength of the
relationships built there over the past few decades
mean China will remain a good market, even if
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growth isn’t quite as fast as it was.”

Exporters also express confidence that Beijing can
shift to slower, more consumer-driven growth while
avoiding a more dramatic shock.

“The Chinese economy is growing more slowly, but it
continues to grow,” said Volker Treier, foreign trade
director of DIHK, Germany’s chambers of
commerce. “Depending on the industry and region,
chances are still very good. This is the case for
pharmaceutical, medical, food and fine chemical
industries.”

Mr Hinterkopf — more than a tenth of his clients are
Chinese — argues that the slowdown presents his
company with an opportunity. His machines are
quicker, more personalised and easier to downscale
than traditional alternatives. They are also more
environmentally efficient, important given Beijing’s
efforts to tackle its pollution problems, because there
is no need to clean the machines with solvents.

“The market is only just beginning to change, but we
are seeing great interest in smaller orders,” he said.
“Businesses are now looking closely at their costs
and we have to show them how our technology will
help.”
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